
ADAPTIVE 
 

C E L L U L E  SOUCHE  DE  RO S E  DE S  A L P E S

( S T EM  C E L L  O F  A L P I N E  RO S E )

What is an adaptive?
It is a concentrate of cosmetic ingredients, to be added to your daily skincare
routine in a few drops. This adaptive contains the Alpine rose stem cell, which
promotes and stimulates the beauty of your skin.

Did you know that?Features

- Increases the vitality of the skin's stem cells 

- Stimulates epidermal regeneration

- Improves the skin's barrier function

- Helps the skin to cope with climate changes

Adaptive sheet

.
- The Alpine rose is an evergreen plant that grows at
high altitude (2000m) in the Alps, but also in the
Jura, Pyrenees...

The stem cell of alpine rose is based on
the plant cells, that is to say :
- The ability that each plant cell regenerates new
organs or even the whole plant.

- The ability that each plant cell has to differentiate
and become a stem cell.
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Information

The Alpine Rose Stem Cell is to be used for face
and body care, to protect the most precious cells
of the skin, the stem cells, and to fight against
environmental stress.

Frequency and area of application

1 to 2 times a week
Face and body care

How to use it 

Apply 3 or 4 drops in your cream
and mix with your hand and then
apply it directly on your skin.

Composition : 
Stem cell of alpine rose
Origin: 
Biotechnology
INCI :
Rhododendron Ferrugineum Extract (and)
Isomalt (and) Lecithin (and) Aqua/Water
Appearance: 
Liquid 

Innovative and high quality actives based on
compounds of natural origin

Mechanism of action of the alpine rose stem cell

Strong environmental conditions
-> the barrier is disturbed 

The stem cells are damaged 

The barrier is further altered 

Stem cells produce
 less
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Ingredients: Rhododendron
Ferrugineum Extract (and) Isomalt
(and) Lecithin (and) Aqua/Water

Directions for use : Apply 3 or 4
drops in your cream and mix with
your hand to then apply it directly
on your skin.

External use.

To be used preferably before the
end of the season: see under the
bottle

Your address

Your brand

20 or 30ml 

Dimensions 

1 label size
H 70 mm x W 108 mm
 ( To be confirmed
according to the
chosen packaging)

DDM  

 18 months 

Environmentally friendly
process, without organic
solvents

CELLULE SOUCHE DE
ROSE DES ALPES

(STEM CELL OF
ALPINE ROSE)
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